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SUPERB ENERGY EFFICIENT PASSIVE HOMES - REDUCED ENERGY COST

Metal Web Joists
MBC timber frame design and manufacture 
metal web joists inhouse, these are used 
within all of our timber frame systems and 
are also available on a supply only basis for 
traditional build projects.

Metal web joists make running services 
much quicker and easier, they are also able 
to span great lengths without the need for 
additional steel work.

“MBC  were a key element in the successful construction of our new home.
From their involvement in the design to completion on site everyone involved was helpful and friendly.
 
An important part of the package was that they provided a full service from foundation to an insulated, 
water and airtight structure to Passivhaus standard on time and at the price quoted.
 
We would strongly recommend them to Passivhaus self-builders.”
 - Paul & Belinda Wilson 

Passive Slab
The MBC passive foundation delivers 
a U-Value of 0.105 W/m2K 
and is designed to complete the 
continuously insulated envelope of 
our Passive system, this is achieved 
as the insulation in the wall sits on the 
insulation in the foundation, removing 
what is usually a very difficult junction 
to overcome thermally. Many of our 
customers also incorporate the MBC 
foundation system in to their standard 
timber frame projects, our experience 
shows that there is huge value in one 
company taking responsibility for the 
entire structural thermal envelope of 
foundation, walls and roof.

Trusses
With our inhouse roof designer and truss press, 
MBC are able to utilise a wide range of trusses 
within our projects, these are also available on a 
supply only basis.

From fink trusses, to attic and raised tie trusses 
these are manufactured to the highest quality. 
With our skilled factory team we are also able to 
manufacture oak trusses creating a stunning space 
within vaulted ceilings.

Windows
MBC are able to offer a wide range of timber, aluminium and alu-clad 
windows, these range from 0.6 W/m2K to 1.2 W/m2K U-Values. Once 
the windows are installed by MBC, they are sealed in preparation for an 
air test that is guaranteed as part of the MBC package.

“We have worked with MBC on a number of low 
energy projects, and have found their service 

excellent, our clients can’t speak more highly of 
them. As an Architect I particularly like the fact they 

they are flexible and will adjust their system to
suit if required, and they take the risk out of

Passivhaus for the builder” 
- Alan Budden Director, Eco Design Consultants.



Closed Panel System
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MBC have an internal design team that takes basic drawings and turns them into detailed 
timber frame drawings, as part of this process all junctions are analysed thermally to 
ensure the best insulation properties across the entire structure. 
As a specialist offsite manufacturer, all MBC projects are manufactured from our modern 
Gloucester factory and are delivered to site in panels. These panels are then assembled 
on site using a crane which ensures a very fast erection process
– A typical MBC frame is erected in a matter of days

The MBC closed panel system offers a variety of insulation options based around 
a 140mm stud timber frame.The section below details a 0.14 W/m2K U-Value 

wall with a 0.14 W/m2K U-Value roof.
Please see alternative insulation options on the next page.

Passive House Technical Section

Passive Twin Wall

Passive Foundation

•  Delivers a U-Value of 0.12W/m2K
•  Continuous thermal layer envelopes the structure completely
•  Suitable for all external finishes i.e. Brick, Render, Cladding

•  Delivers a U-Value of 0.105W/m2K
•  Engineered to thermally encase concrete slab in high performance insulation
•  Eliminates cold bridge typically found at wall/floorjunctions

“Breathable 
wall protects 

thermal
envelope”

“The MBC closed panel 
system incorporates many of 
the philosophy’s used in the 
Passive system. All systems 
offer excellent air tightness 
and are significantly greater 

than building regulation 
requirements.”

Wall Options

Roof Options


